Coudre et broder pour bébé

da: Dessain et Tolra

Modello: LIBFR-9782295002273

Coudre et broder pour bébé
Sewing and embroidery for beginners. The simplest stitches to discover: backstitch, straight, plat, daisy etc. Some tender motifs to decorate your baby’s dresses. Nice decorations for baby accessories and pieces of advice, hints and instructions for making your baby more comfortable and fashionable. 64 pages.

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
Premiers pas au tricot - 20 modèles faciles

da: Dessain et Tolra

Modello: LIBFR-9782295004055

Premiers pas au tricot - 20 modèles faciles
The very first knitting stitches and how to match them, the two
basic stitches - plain and purl (mousse, jersey, moss stitch
and more...) and how to let out or take in knitted clothes, as
well as to match different knitted parts. A number of models
with step-by-step explanations and presented following their
level of difficulty. Both for beginners and for expert knitters,
these directions will be absolutely clear.
Here following are the 20 models included: a bandana, a
matching hat and scarf, a polo neck sweater, a neck-ring
scarf, a large bag, a jacket, a single scarf, a pair of socks, a
hat and a pair of gloves, a jumper, a long-sleeved vest, a
scarf with pockets, a Japanese bag, a long dress, a bolero, a
long singlet, a handbag, a trapezoid shirt a cap and a pair of
open gloves.
The instructions are provided for both one-size-fits-all models
and in the European sizes 36/38 - 40/42 and 44/46.
By Camille Calvi
64 pages in French

Price: € 12.50 (incl. VAT)
**Tuniques chics**

da: Dessain et Tolra

Modello: LIBFR-9782295003454

Tuniques chics: 25 modèles de couture avec patrons à taille réelle

Tunics and little trendy dresses really easy to make. Each one is accompanied by a real-size paper model (sizes S/M/L) and many explicative sketches.

By Andréa Tatikian

88 pages

**Price: € 16.90** (incl. VAT)
Princesses, pirates et Cie

d: Dessain et Tolra

Modello: LIBFR-9782295004093

Princesses, pirates et Cie
24 costume designs for kids from 3 to 8 years old, particularly adaptables for beginners. Paper patterns are given, with numerous assembling charts. Queens, fairies, elves, pirates, knights ... 24 adorable disguises together with their accessories, easy to sew.

By Annabel Bénilan
84 pages in French

Price: € 15.30 (incl. VAT)
Headbands

d: Dessain et Tolra

Many, different techniques for as many, different styles:
- Twisting materials (fabrics, trimming, chains…)
- Knots (leather, vinyl, strings…)
- Twisting fabrics and including chains…
- Mounting metal decorations on chains and ribbons…)

Each project is explained in detail and with the help of patterns and close-ups of the single details to be mounted on the headband.

Headbands: Decorates twists • Double twist with pom-poms • Sophisticated twist • Twisted chain and Liberty • Carrick knot • Twisted strings • Macrame headband • Large chain • Strings and beads • Black&White Knot • Princess headband • Leather knot • Twisted band • Head decoration • Mixed twist and metal decoration • Leather flowers • Headband with studs • Liberty • Spiralis • Leaves • Feathers • Boheme flowers

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Comment dessiner la mode: Bases & techniques

It's by sketching and testing the designs on paper that designers develop and mould their ideas. Beyond every outfit there's always a sketch. This work suggests an effective and gradual method, accompanied by numerous exercises, that will teach you how to draw fashion and how to perceive clothing. Once you've learned the basics and with a little practice, you will be able to sketch expressing your very own style.

By Naoki Watanabe
128 pages in French

Price: € 17.15 (incl. VAT)
Animaux à créer tout en tissu
d’auteur: Dessain et Tolra

Modello: LIBFR-9782295004444

Animaux à créer tout en tissu
18 designs to cut out, stuff, sew to decorate lovely soft toys: a truly enchanted universe!
By Clorinde Méry
88 pages in French

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)